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SVAZEK 14 (1969) A P L I K A C E M A T E M A T I K Y ČÍSLO 5 
ON THE EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF SOLUTION 
AND SOME VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLES IN LINEAR THEORIES 
OF ELASTICITY WITH COUPLE-STRESSES 
IVAN HLAVACEK, MIROSLAV HLAVACEK 
(Received April 22, 1968) 
I. COSSERAT CONTINUUM 
INTRODUCTION 
In the last few years a number of theories appeared taking into account the micro-
structure of materials. One of the simplest and most elaborated is the theory of 
Cosserat continuum. In this continuum each mass point has six degrees of freedom: 
three components of the displacement vector and three components of the micro-
rotation vector. For this case a number of simple examples of practical importance 
was solved, but due to complicated equations to be solved, usually the only way 
to succeed was to find the stress functions. More complicated problems, however, 
are to be solved approximately. Variational methods rank among very important 
approximate methods. The existence, uniqueness and continuous dependence of the 
solutions upon the given data, and the estimates of errors of some approximate 
variational solutions are discussed in this part of our paper for the case of Cosserat 
continuum. 
We restrict ourselves only to the static case of bounded bodies, the material being 
generally anisotropic and inhomogeneous. We define a certain weak solution of 
a boundary-value problem. On the base of inequalities of KORN'S type, following 
J. NECAS, I. HLAVACEK in [2] we prove the existence, uniqueness and continuous 
dependence of the weak solution upon the given data. The functional of potential 
and complementary energy are defined and the existence of the minima of these 
functionals in a certain class of functions is proved. These minima are attained by the 
weak solution and the corresponding stresses, respectively. An estimate of errors 
of the approximate solution obtained from variational principles is suggested. 
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Finally, some analogies of the principles of HU-WASHIZU and of HELLINGER-REISSNER 
are given for Cosserat bodies. 
In the second part of our paper we shall deal with some other theories of elasticity 
with couple-stresses, namely with Mindlin's theory of microstructure and with the 
first strain — gradient theory. 
1. BOUNDARY-VALUE PROBLEMS FOR ELLIPTIC SYSTEMS 
OF PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
In this section some definitions and theorems are presented which are taken from 
[2]. The proofs of these theorems can be found in [1] a [2]. 
Q will denote a bounded region with Lipschitz boundary1) in the three-di-
mensional Euclidean space with Cartesian coordinates X === (xl9 x2, x3). L2(Q) 
denotes the space of real functions square-integrable in Q in the Lebesgue sense. 
W2
k)(Q) denotes the subspace of L2(Q) of functions whose derivatives up to the 
order k in the sense of distributions are in L2(Q). 
Let us introduce the scalar product on W2
ik)(Q) by 
(v, u)k - £ 
where 
Da = 




W denotes the Cartesian product ]~[ W2
ts)(Q), s = 1, 2, ..., m where m, xs are 
s = l 
positive integers. Let a bilinear form A(v, u) be given on W x W in the form 
/» m 
A(v, u) = X X aYjDlvrD
sua áX 
J Q r , s = l \i\ ^ x r 
where ar£(X) are real bounded and measurable functions on Q. Furthermore, let 
<2)(Q) be the space of real functions with compact support in Q, which are differen-
tiabie any times. Let W{k)(Q) denote the closure of @(Q)An W2
k)(Q), W = fl W(2
s)(Q). 
1) We call the boundary F Lipschitz if 
a( to each point X e F such open sphere Sx with the centre X exists, that the intersection 
Sx f\ F may be described by means of a Lipschitz function and 
b( Sx f) r divides Sx into external and internal parts with respect to Q. 
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Let V be a closed subspace of W such that W a V a W. Let us define functional 
/(.) = ZfjD.dX, f,є L2(Q), vєW, 
/» m f* m 
gW = I 0 A d ^ + I C?A dB , #, e L2(r), Gs e L 2 (B) , v e W 
JT/* = 1 J B * = 1 
and if xs < 2, then Gs = 0. 
Here L2(F
7) and L2(B) denote the spaces of real functions square-integrable on 
F' cz F and B cz F, respectively. B is a one-dimensional set (e.g. consisting of curves) 
of a finite measure. The theorems of embedding imply that the functional f(v), 
g(v) are continuous on W. 
Definition 1.1. Let ueW. We say that u e W is a weak solution of the boundary-
value problem if 
U — U E V 
and for each VEV 
(1.1) A(v,u)=f(v) + g(v). 
Let the operators Ntv (I = 1, 2, ..., h) mapping fVinto L2(.Q) be given in the form 
m 
N,v = I I »,„/>"», 
s = l |a|£x« 
where n/sflt(X) are bounded and measurable on Q. 





(i-2) E M 2 . + I Ыi,>«iM«" c i > ° 
holds where c1 does not depend on v, | | L 2 and | \w denote the usual norms in L2(Q) 
and W, respectively. 
Theorem 1.1. Let nisa be constants for loci = xs. Then the system Ntv is coercive 
on W if and only if the rank of the matrix 
(1.3) iV,s£= £ nj>. 
equals m for each £, 4= 0, £ e C3 where C3 denotes the complex three-dimensional 
space and £. = «"{?{? 
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Let us suppose that for each v e W 
(1.4) A(v,v)>c2 £ \Nlv\L, c2>0 
Һ 
1 
1 = 1 and c2 does not depend on v. 
Let us denote 
^ = {i>eV, X |AT.«|£2 = 0} 
1=1 
Let V/^ be the factor-space of classes v = {v + p, v e V, p e 0} with the norm 
\v\v/& = inf \v + p\w. 
Theorem 1.2. Let 
(1.5) A{v,u)^\y,i\ 
define a bilinear form for each v, ue W\0>, ue u, vev. Let (1.2), (1.4) hold. Then 
the necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a weak solution to the 
boundary-value problem is 
(1.6) pe& =>f(p) + g(p) = 0. 
The solution is determined except for an element pe 0. Furthermore, for the 
weak solution ue W the estimate 
[ / m \ 1/2 / m \ l / 2 
\*\w + (E |/.|il(0)) + ( I \9s\l<nj + 
/ rn V l 2 ! 
+ (EJG-l--w) J . <3>o 
holds. Further, for each v e W\0> there is 
(1.8) A(v, v) > cA\v\wl0>, c4 > 0 , 
which we call the inequality of Korn's type. 
Theorem 1.3. Let (1.2), (1.4) and (1.6) hold. Let pt(v), i = 1, 2, ..., k, be linearly 
independent functionals on 0, i.e. if for each p e 0 
k k 
I «i PiGO = 0 , then X a? = ° • 
i = l i = l 
af being rea/ numbers. Furthermore, let 
pe&, I P2t(p) = 0 ~ p = 0. 
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Let us define 
Vp = {veV, SP?W = 0}. 
k 
Л( 
Then there exists one and only one weak solution u of the problem such that 
There holds 
u — uє Vp 
1/2 / m \ 1/2 
s|L2(T/) I 
\ s = l 
1/2 
[ / m \    
|»k + ( £ \fs\Lw) + ( E k 
+ (J, NLw) ] , c5 > o. 
Furthermore, for v e Vp an inequality of Korn's type 
(1.10) >4(»,»)>c6 |r |Sr, c6>0 
holds. 
Let the suppositions of Theorem 1.2 and (1.6) hold. Furthermore, let 
(1.11) A(v, u) = A(u, v), v,ueW. 
Define the quadratic functional on V by 
(1.12) $(v) = A(v, v) - 2{f(v) + g(v) - A(v, u)} 
Let u G W be such that 
u — u e V. 
Then from (1.12) there follows 
(1.13) <P(u -u) = A(u, u) - 2f(«) - 2g(u) + ^t(u) 
with 
<Pt(u) = -A(u, u) + 2f(ii) + 2g(u) . 
If ue Wis a weak solution to the boundary-value problem, then 
U — U = W G V 
and (VI) can be written in the form 
A(v, w) = f(v) + g(v) — A(v, u), v G V. 
Then (V12) and (1.11) yield 
(1.14) <£>(v) = A(v, v) — 2A(v, w) = A(v — w, v - w) — A(w, w) . 
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(1.14) and (V8) imply that (p(v) attains its minimum on Vif and only if 
v = w -F p = u — u -+- p , p e ?? . 
As ^ ( M ) does not depend on n, the functional 5£{u) defined by 
(1.15) J^(«) = iv4(«, a) - /(«) ~~ g(u) 
attains its minimum on the set 
u = u ® V 
f/ O/7J Only / / 
M = w + p , p e 0*, i.e. u = i# . 
In order to avoid the use of the classes w, £ we can make use of subspaces Vp as 
introduced in Theorem 1.3. Let the suppositions of Theorem 1.3 and (1.11) hold. 
Let us define the quadratic functional on Vp by (1.12). In the same way as above 
and using (1.10), we obtain that the functional 
2(u) = M«,«) - /(«) - g{u) 
attains its minimum on the set 
u®Vp 
if and only if 
u = w 
where u is the {unique) weak solution in ii © Vp. 
2. THE BASIC EQUATIONS OF COSSERAT CONTINUUM 
For the equations of equilibrium and the geometrical equations see for example [5] 
or [6], for the constitutive equations of anisotropic bodies see [7]. 
We write the equations of static equilibrium in the form 
(2-1) *jtj + Xi = 0 , 
(2-2) nijij + eijkTjk + Yt = 0 
and the geometrical equations in the form 
(2-3) yu = Ujj - eijkcpk, 
(2-4) Xij = (Pjj . 
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Here the indices i, j , k etc. take the values 1, 2, 3 and summing is assumed over the 
couples of the same indices. The comma denotes partial differentiation, as usual. 
eiJk stands for the usual alternator, Xt and Yt represent the volume density of the body 
forces and the body couples, respectively. rtJ, m{J, uh cpk in this order, designate 
the asymmetrical stress tensor, the couple-stress tensor, the displacement vector 
and the vector of micro-rotation, cpt are independent of uh ytJ and xtJ are called the 
strain tensor and the curvature-twist tensor, respectively. 
The consistitutive equations for the anisotropic inhomogeneous material are 





xij ~~ EiJkiykl + KiJklxkl 
mij = KkliJykl + M 
Jijкl ^klij • 
ijklXkl > 
м І J k l = MkliJ, 
Eijkh KiJkh MiJkl being bounded and measurable functions of X defined on Q = 
= Q f| F. 
The energy of deformation per unit volume stf is given by the quadratic form 
(2.8) 2sé(yiJ, xi}) = EiJklyijykl + 2KiJklyuxkl + Mijklxuxkl . 
We suppose that the form (2.8) is uniformly positive definite, i.e. there exists c > 0 
such that for each X e Q 
(2.9) (ľy. *џ) > c X (ľy + и 
i,j=l 
The matrix of the system of equations (2.5), (2.6) 
(2.10) (EiJki), (KiJkl) 
(~uu), (Mijkl) 
is symmetric and represents at the same time the matrix of the quadratic form (2.8). 
As the determinant of (2.10) by virtue of (2.9) is greater than a certain number 
c' > 0 for each X e Q, (c' does not depend on X), there exists the inverse matrix 
to (2.10) and it is symmetric, as well. Consequently, we can solve equations (2.5), 





Уij — PijklTkl + Qijklmkl > 
Xij ~~ QklijTkl + ^ijklПlkl 9 
' ijkl ~ P/c/ij -> ^ijkl ~ ^klij ' 
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Pijkh Qijkh Sijki a r e hounded and measurable functions of X on Q. Using (2.5), 
(2.6), (2.11), (2.12), we can rewrite (2.8) as follows: 
(2.14) 2stf(yip Xij) = 2$t(xVp miy) = PimXijtkl + 2Qijklxijmkl + S0UmlVmfc/ . 
Let Ftt„, Fttt, Fr„, F71, F^n, F^t, FMn, FMt cz F be either open in F or empty sets 
such that the following mutually disjoint decompositions hold (equalities being valid 
except for sets of the zero surface measure) 
F - run u FT„ = rut u rTt = F„„ u FMn = r9t u rw . 
Let the functions 
(2.15a) Ui e W2
X)(Q), <pt e W2
X)(Q), J = 1, 2, 3 , 
(2.15b) T* e L2(TTn) , T\ e L2(TTt) , M" e L2(FM„) , M\ e L2(FMt), i = 1, 2, 3 
be given and let the following boundary conditions be prescribed: 
(2.16a) un = u" on Ftt„ 
(2.16b) uj = u\ on Fttt 
(2.16c) (~pn = (pn on I> 
(2.16d) (p\ = (p\ on Tyt 
(2.17a) T" = T" on FTn 
(2.17b) T/ = T\ on FTt 
(2.17c) Mn = Mn on FM„ 
(2.17d) M\ = M\ on Tm . 
Here nf denotes the unit outward normal to F, the indices n or t denote the normal 
or tangential components of a vector into the direction of the outward normal n{ 
or of the tangential plane to F, respectively, i.e. 
Un = U jflj , U\ = Ui — UjlljUi , //" = Ujllj , //• = //, — ujnjni -
7" = T^w -̂iifc, T\ = Tj}fij - xjknjnkni 
and similarly for </?,., mjk. 
Now we deduce the p r i nc ip l e of vi r t u a 1 w o r k : Let Xh Yt e L2(Q) and (2.15a), 
(2.15b) hold. We say that [uh cpi} is a kinematicaUy admissible displacement and 
micro-rotational field, if uh (pte W2
l)(Q) meet the kinematic boundary conditions 
(2.16a)~ (2.16d) in the sense of traces. We say that {T^, m^} is a statically admissible 
stress field, if T^-, m{j e W2
l)(Q) meet (2A), (2.2) in the sense of L2(Q) and the boundary 
conditions (2.17a) — (2A7d) in the sense of L2(F). If {T ,•_,-, m^} and {w;, r/?J are a static-
ally admissible stress field and a kinematicaUy admissible displacement and micro-
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rotational field, respectively, then using (2.1), (2.2) and the divergence theorem, 
we obtain 
+ 
(2.18) ЬІJ(UJ,І ~ ZijkCpk) + mtj<Pj,i]dX = {XiUi + Y&i) áX + 
J ß Jß 
Г TVdГ + f u\dГ + Г MnęnáГ + í M\(p\dГ 
J ГTn J Tт' J Tлr» J Yм* 




dГ + M"p" dГ + ľ мџ\ dF 
Equation (2.18) which holds for arbitrary, in general mutually independent statically 
and kinematically admissible fields of stress and displacement and micro-rotation, 
respectively, expresses t h e p r i n c i p l e of v i r t u a l w o r k f o r C o s s e r a t c o n t i n u u m . 2 ) 
3. THE EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF THE WEAK SOLUTION 
OF THE BOUNDARY-VALUE PROBLEMS FOR COSSERAT CONTINUUM 
Now let us make the following choice of the quantities introduced in Section 1: 
Let m = 6, xs = 1, 5 = 1,2, . . . ,6 . The components of the displacement vector 
are denoted by ut or vh the components of the micro-rotation vector by cpt or i/J,. 
We denote \ 
{uu u2, u3, <pu (p2, (p3} = {uh <pi\ = u , 
{vu v2, v3, (At, iA2, ^3} = {v* ^i} =
 v 
so that u or v represents a displacement and micro-rotation field. Wis defined as the 
space of elements 
«={Mj,<p ;}, uh(PieW?XQ) 
2) In case that the elastic coefficients Eijkl(X), Kijkl(X), Mijkl(X) are piecewise continuous 
with jump discontinuities on a finite number of surfaces (as it is the case for example With layered 
bodies), the real Tij, mij- do not belong to W^\Q) for all i,j= 1, 2, 3. In order to derive the 
principle of virtual work, we define the statically admissible stress field as follows: Let Q can be 
divided into a finite number of subregions Qs so that 
Q = (J Qs , QL f| &j — 0 for 1 + j . 
s 
Let Eikl, KijkJ, Mi-kl be continuous in every Qs. Let xi-, m-^e W^(QS) satisfy equations 
(2.1), (2.2) in every Qs in the sense of L2(QS) and let on all surfaces of discontinuities 
(T;/'iy = ~(TiJniy > (I»o«i)/ = ~(^ijniy 
hold for the limits from one and the other side of these surfaces. Then using the divergence theorem 
for every Qs we obtain again (2.18) because the corresponding surface integrals cancel out. 
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with the norm 
(3-1) \u\w ~~ X (r'V2<i>(«) + l^/IWzíOí^)) • 
V will be the subspace of W of all elements v e W which meet the homogeneous 
boundary conditions (2A6a) —(2A6d), i.e. for 
un = u\ = <pn = <p\ = 0 
(in the sense of traces). The bilinear form A(v, u) on W x Wis defined by 
(3.2) A(v, u) = [ E l 7 U yl7(») yfcI(«) + Kim{yi3{u) xkl(v) + yl7(u) «;kl(if)} + 
+ M l 7 k l «?iX») KkZv»)] dK 
where 
yl7(») = vjti - e0.kiAk , Xij(v) = i / ^ , 
Vi/«) = M L . ~ eO"fĉ k > xu(u) = <Pj.i> 
« = { "p </>i} e W, t? = {v i , (//;} G W. 
F7ki, Kijkl, Mijkl are bounded measurable functions in Q which meet (2.7). Obviously 
A(u, v) = A(v, u) , A(w, IT) = 2 J ^(y,7(«), *:,/«)) dX . 
Let us define the functional 
(3.3) /(») = f (XiVi + YiiAi) dK , v e W, Kf, Yi e L2(£>), 
м-J (3.4) g(v) = Г V dF + i>{ dr + 
Tтf 




dF , t> є W 
where all the quantities in (3.4) are defined in (2A5), (2A6a) —(2A7d). 
Now let us define the weak solution in the sense of Definition 1A. 
Definition 3.1. We say that we W is a weak solution of the boundary-value problem 
u — u e V where u = {uh (pt} 
if 
and if 
(3-5) [Eijkl yu(v) ykl(u) + K;;k/{yl7(w) xkl(v) + yu(v) xkl(u)} + 
JO 
+ MiiU xtj(v) xkl(u)~\ dX = (Xfit + YІФІ) dX + 
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í TV dF + í T\v\ dF + í Mnvn dF 
J TT» J TTÍ J T.Vf« 
+ M ^ dF 
Гмt 
holds for each v = {vh i//f} 6 V. 
Note the connection between this definition of the weak solution, the principle 
of virtual work and the principle of virtual displacement and micro-rotation. Let u 
be a kinematically admissible displacement and micro-rotation field such that, 
using (2.3) —(2.6), we obtain a statically admissible stress field {t^wj-m^ii)}. 
Applying the principle of virtual work to these {^-(w), m^(»)} a n d first to the field u 
and second to a kinematically admissible displacement and micro-rotation field 
u + v, v e V and then subtracting, we derive just (3.5), i.e. u is the weak solution in the 
sense of Definition 3.L On the contrary, if u is a weak solution then T^W), m^u) e 
e L2(Q), but they need not belong to W
(
2
1)(Q). That is why we call this solution weak. 
The definition of the weak solution expresses the p r i n c i p l e of v i r t u a l d i sp lace­
m e n t a n d m i c r o r o t a t i o n , interpreting v as the variations Su and u + t>, v e V 
as "virtual" (i.e. kinematically admissible) displacement and microrotation fields. 
Now it remains to make a choice of operators Ntv. We choose 
(3.6) Ntv = y n ( i > ) , N2v = y12(v), N3v =y13(v), 
N4v = x n ( i ? ) , N5v =x12(v), N6v =x13(v), 
N7v =y21(v), N8v =y22(v), N9v = y23(v), 
N10t? = x21(v) , Nlxv = x22(v) , N12t> = x23(v) , 
Wis" = y3l(v) , N14t> = y32(v), N15v = y33(v), 
^ i 6 ^ = >c31(v) , N17v = x32(v) , N18v = x33(v) . 
Then 
and (2.9), (3.2) imply (1.4). It follows from Theorem 1.1 that the system of operators 
(3.6) is coercive onW, because the matrix (1.3) is composed of three diagonal matrices 
€tE9 E being the unit matrix, so that the rank of (1.3) is 6 for each vector £, e C3, 
i + 0. 
According to the definition of ^ , for each v e 0 there holds 
(3.7) 7iJ(v) = xu(v) = 0 
almost everywhere in Q. 
Hence (3.2) defines a bilinear form [y, u] on Wj0> x WJ0*, all the suppositions 
of Theorem 1.2 are satisfied and (1.6) is the necessary and sufficient condition for 
the existence of the weak solution as defined in Definition 3.1. Similarly to the case 
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of the classical elasticity (cf. Lemma II. 1 in [2]), we can prove that 
(3.8) 0> = {v e V, vk = ak + eklmbtxm, \j/k = bk] , 
ak = const. , bk = const. 
The elements of 0> are displacements and micro-rotations of the rigid body, which 
satisfy the homogeneous kinematic boundary conditions (2.16a) — (2.16d). 
Let us investigate some important cases of boundary-value problems. 
Theorem 3.1. Let 0* = {0}. There exists one and only one weak solution ueW 
and the estimate 
l«k<>[(! «,<•>«> + W,\k^})m + (Z Wlm + MU)l/2 + 
i = 1 i = 1 
3 3 
+ (|T1L2(ET«) + Z |^/|L2(TT0 + |M1L2(rMn) + Z |Mi|L2(EMo)1 ^ 1 
hO/ds for it. 
The proof follows immediately from Theorem 1.2, from the coerciveness of oper-
ators (3.6) and the validity of (1.4). The following theorem gives some sufficient 
conditions for <? = {0}. 
Theorem 3.2. Let one of the following conditions (a) —(f) be satisfied: 
(a) Tun n FMt is a non-empty set open in F; 
(b) FM„ contains such an open part of a smooth surface F0 which is neither 
surface of rotation nor cylindrical nor helical3) and also any open part of F0 
is neither rotational nor cylindrical nor helical; 
(c) FM„ is a non-empty set open in F satisfying any condition from Theorems 
II.5—11.10 in [2] that is sufficient for the implication (31) in [2]; 
(d) Tun is a non-empty set open in F and not consisting only of cylindrical 
surfaces parallel with one straight line and moreover, F^t n F^ is a non-empty 
set open in F; 
(e) Tut is empty and FM„ contains 
(1) an open part of a surface of rotation with the axis x3 (excluding planes, 
cylinders and spheres) or 
(2) an open part of a circular cylinder parallel to the x3-axis and an open 
part of a plane normal to the x3-axis or an open part of a sphere with the centre 
on the x3-axis, or 
3) Here the surfaces of rotation are meant in the general sense including planes (orthogonal 
to the axis of rotation), circular cylinders and spheres; the cylindrical surfaces include planes. 
The helical surfaces are those that can be described in cylindrical coordinates (o,,<p9 x3) by x3 == 
= ocbs q>9 x2 = Qsin tp, x3 — f(o) + hep where h #= 0 is a constant, f(o) is a continuously 
differentiable function for 0 < o < 00. 
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(3) two open parts of spheres with different centres on the x3-axis or 
(4) an open part of a sphere with the centre on the x3-axis and an open part 
of a plane normal to the x3-axis or 
(5) an open part of a helical surface with the axis in x3. 
Furthermore, 
(a) F^t is empty and F^„ contains an open part of a surface which is not cylin-
drical parallel to the x3-axis or 
(fi) Fyn is empty and r(pt does not consist only of parts of planes normal to 
the x3-axis; 
(f) FMt is empty, Fu„ contains an open part of a sphere with the centre in 
the origin. Furthermore, either 
(a) F^t is empty, F^n does not consist only of parts of cylindrical surfaces pa-
rallel with one straight line or 
(P) IV *s emPty-> r<p* does not consist of parts of mutually parallel planes only. 
Then 0> = {0}. 
The p r o o f of sufficiency of conditions (a), (b), (c) can be found in [2] . It remains 
to prove the sufficiency of (d), (e), (f). Let condition (d) hold. Then according to (3.8) 
<Afc = bk = 0 (k = 1, 2, 3) on r^n n F^t. vknk = 0 on Fu„ yields aknk = 0 on FM„. 
As nk(X) are not complanar for each X e FM„, we obtain ak = 0 (k = 1, 2, 3). Let 
condition (e) hold. Then according to (3.8) and [2] (see Lemmas II.7, II.9, Theorems 
II.8, II.9) there holds either 
vj = - b 3 x ! , v2 = b3*2 - V3 = 0 , 1//J = \j/2 = 0 , i/>3 = b3 
(for cases (1) —(4)) 
or 
vx = -b3x{ , v2 = b3*2 - ^3 = b3h , \j/x = i>2 = 0 , \j/3 = b3 
(for case (5)). 
If (a) holds then b3n3 4= 0 on F^n and consequently b3 = 0, as there exists a part 
of F^ with n3 4= 0. If (p) holds then 
<P3 = b3(l -nj) = 0 
and there exists a part of F^c with n3 4= 1 which implies b3 = 0. Let condition (f) 
hold. Then Theorem II.9 in [2] yields 
vt = eijkbjXk, ^ = bt. 
Let us suppose b 4= 0. We put the x3-axis parallel to the vector b and repeat the 
proof of the case (e). This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Now let us investigate the inverse case, namely when tractions are given all over F, 
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ì.e. 
ГU" — Гut — F^n — Гyt — 
(the second row being valid except for sets of surface measure zero). 
In this case V = W and 0> is given precisely by (3.8), ak, bk being a r b i t r a r y con­
stants. Then the necessary and sufficient condition (1.6) for the existence of a weak 
solution takes the form of the following system 
(3.9) f Xi dX + f Tt dF = 0 , i = 1, 2, 3 , 
f ( c y p c ^ + Yf) dX + f (eijkXjTk + Mi) dF = 0 , 
which expresses the total equilibrium for external forces and couples. 
To get the unique solution, we use functionals pt introduced in Theorem 1.3. 





Pi(v) = \ VÍ áX , i = 1, 2, 3 , 
JQ* 
Pj(v) = eu-3)kivi,k á x > j = 4 , 5, 6 ; 
^ J n* 
Pi(v) = \ VÍ áM , i = 1, 2, 3 , 
JM 
-tyOO = £u-s)kixkVi dM , j = 4, 5, 6 ; 
^ JM 




d M , j = 4, 5, 6 , 
M = Í2* or F* . 
Here .Q* c .Q is an arbitrary set of positive volume measure, F* c Q is a non-empty 
sum of a finite number of Lipschitz surfaces.4) In particular, O* = Q, F* c F may 
be chosen. 
) Lipschitz surface is described in a Cartesian coordinate system by 
where £ is a Lipschitz function on g and g is a closed region. 
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Theorem 3.2. Let (except for sets of surface measure zero) 
F = rTn = rTt = rMn = rMt 
and let (3.9) hold. Define the subspace Vp c= W as the set 
Vp= {veW,Pl(v) = 0,l = 1,2,. . . , 6 } , 
where pt(v) are chosen as in (3.10) or (3.11) or (3.12). Then there exists one and 
only one weak solution up e Vp and the inequality 
k k < - t t i I I ^ I U + wiw) i / 2 + ( i {\ni<n + |Mf|£2(r)})
i/2]. «> o 
i = i i = i 
holds for it. 
To prove this theorem it is sufficient to verify that the functionals (3.10) —(3.12) 
have the properties required in Theorem 1.3. The properties of functionals (3.10), 
(3.H) were proved in [2], Section 2. Here we restrict ourselves to the choice (3.12). 
p.(p) = 0, p 6 £*, j == 4, 5, 6 yields ij/k = bk = 0, k = 1, 2, 3. Further, p;(/?) = 0, 
pe&, i = 1, 2, 3 yields vfe = afe = 0, k = 1,2,3 and therefore P = 0. pf(t?) are 
linear and continuous on PV due to the continuity of the embedding of W^Q) 
into L2(M). It remains to prove the linear independence of pt(v) on 0>. Let 
6 /* 3 6 
(3A3) ° = Z <*jPÁP) = CZ af(ai + cu*&/**) + Z a A - s ] 
1=i J M l = 1 1=4 
dM 
We could easily verify that the form of the functionals pt(v) and of the elements 
p e & is invariant under the orthogonal transformation of Cartesian coordinates 
(see [2]). Let us translate the origin of coordinates into the centroid of M. Then 
choosing at = at, i = 1, 2, 3, b;_3 = ocj, j = 4, 5, 6, by virtue of (3.13) 
E ^ = o 
i = l 
and the proof is complete. 
Finally let us consider briefly the boundary-value problems with 1 < pN ^ 5 
where pN denotes the number of indeterminate coefficients in the elements p e & 
(i.e. the number of "degrees of freedom of the rigid body"). A group of such problems 
is discussed in [2], Theorem 11.13 in dependence on the shape of Tut (] Fu«. The 
corresponding conditions of equilibrium may be derived again by substituting p e 0* 
into (1.6). These conditions are necessary and sufficient for the existence of a class 
of solutions. As in the preceding case we can choose a subspace Vp with the unique 
solution by means of appropriate functionals pt(v), e.g. according to (37) —(39), 
Lemma 11.11 and Theorem 11.14 of [2], or using also functionals for \j/ similarly 
to (3.12). 
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4. THE PRINCIPLE OF MINIMUM POTENTIAL ENERGY AND 
" i 
THE PRINCIPLE OF MINIMUM COMPLEMENTARY ENERGY 
Let A(v, «), f(v) and g(v) be defined by (3.2) —(3.4), u e W and V defined in Sec­
tion 3. i-4(«, u) represents the elastic energy, f(u) + g(u) the work of the external 
forces and couples. As A(v, u) is symmetrical and the suppositions of Theorem 1.2 
and (1.6) hold, hence following the procedure in Section 1 we can define 3?(u) as in 
(1.15) and establish the p r i n c i p l e of m i n i m u m p o t e n t i a l e n e r g y : 
The quadratic functional of total potential energy 3? (u) defined for u = [uh (pt} e 
eWby 
(4.1) 5£(u) = [iEiJkl yu(u) ykl(u) + Kijkl yu(u) xkl(u) + 
J Q 
+ iMijkiM") K*i(«)] d x - f (xiui + YiVi)dx -
JQ 
- J T"undT - j T\u\dT - J Mncpn dT 




yij(u) = Mj,i ~ ^i j^fc > ^ i / w ) = ^ j , i » 
attains the minimum on the set 
u@,V 
if and only if 
u = u + p 
where u is a weak solution andp e 0* is defined in (3.8). 
Following the end of Section V we can formulate the principle of minimum 
potential energy using subspaces Vp as defined in Section 3: 
The quadratic functional (4.1) attains the minimum on the set 
u@Vp 
if and only if 
where u is the weak solution being unique in Vp. 
Using the method of orthogonal projections in Hilbert space, we deduce the 
principle of minimum complementary energy. 
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Let ?T be a Banach space of stress fields T 
T = {xij9 rnu} , TI7, mu e L2(.C2) 
with the norm 
(4-2) r|J-= Z ( N w ^ + KIwi-))-
1,1=1 
Let us introduce for r , f e f a bilinear form 
(4.3) (r , r ) = f [P,Jfc/T;7T̂  + ey«(*W- + *Wi) + V ^ W ]
d x • 
J>Q 
We show that (4.3) defines a scalar product in ̂ . By virtue of (2A3), (4.3) is sym-
metrical. s/(ytj, xtj) being positive definite (see (2.9)), with help of (2A4) we have 
(4.4) (J, T) = 2 f ̂ ( r y , my) dX ^ c f Z (y?j + 4 )
d * - c > ° • 
Using (2.5), (2.6) and the boundedness of Eijkl, Kijkh Mijkl9 we easily prove that 
3 3 
.2 , wt2\ ^ „ V /..2 , „,2> (4-5) E (t?y + m?y) < et £ Wj + 4 ) , «i > 0. 
i , I=l 1,1=1 
Joining (4.4) and (4.5) together and using (4.2), we get 
(T9l)>±\T\*r. 
cl 
We could easily verify also the inverse inequality 
(T, T) *£ c2\T\
2
r , c 2 > 0 . 
Let us write 
(4.6) (T,T)1/2 = \T\^. 
Thus we have created a Hilbert space of stress fields T with the scalar product (4.3) 
and the associated norm (4.6). The norms (4.2) and (4.6) are equivalent. 
Denote by / } c j f the subset of all T e 2tf to which u = {ui9 <pt} e V exists 
such that using (2.3), (2.4), equations (2.5), (2.6) hold. (i.e. T = T(u)). Second, 
denote by 3tf 2 cz 34? the subset of Te 2tf such that for each v = {vi9 ^t) e V 
[ íTu(vj,i ~ Zijkýk) + ™í>Li] áX = ° .Q 
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holds. Let T'e3tu T"e3f2. (4.3) yields 
(T',T") = [(<>;, + m':jx'iJ)dX 
and there exists u' = {u'h cp^} e Vsuch that 
y'u = uJ,i ~~ eW<Pk, x'tj = <Pj,i • 
As r e 3>f2, we have 
(r, r) = f [Tj>;>f - ^ j ) + m^.] dX = o, 
Ja 
therefore J^l and Jf 2 are orthogonal. 
Let TeJ>f be an arbitrary stress field satisfying the equations of equilibrium 
(2.1), (2.2) and the statical boundary conditions on FTn, TTl, FMn, FMt in the weak 
sense, i.e. let (cf. (2.18) or (3.5)) 
(4-7) [ bv(vJ,i ~ £Uk^k) + m*>L J d * = f (Xpt + Y^O dX + 
Jn Jn 
+ f TV dT + f T\v\ dT + I M"v>n dT + f M\\p\ dT 
J TT» J FT * J TM» J TM* 
hold for each t> = {vh i/>J e V Denote f = {xtj, m^} == T(u), i.e. t corresponds 
to the weak solution u, by means of (2.3) —(2.6). From (3.7) there follows 
T(u + p) = T(u), pe& . 
If we write 
u = u + w 
we have 
f = T(u) + T(w) and T(w) G ^ . 
By virtue of (3.5) f meets (4.7) nad consequently J— fej^2. Because of the 
orthogonality of Jf x and Jf 2 we have 
' )& (4.8) |T - T{u)\% = |(T - t) + - » £ = |T - f\% + |T( 
It is obvious that \T — -T(K)|^ attains its minimum on the set of Te 34? which satisfy 
(4.7), if and only if J = f. The same holds for the functional 
P(T) = i{\T ~ T(»)|J. - |r(«)|i} = i(T, T) - (T, T(u)) . 
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Hence we can formulate the p r i n c i p l e of m i n i m u m c o m p l e m e n t a r y e n e r g y : 
The quadratic functional 
(4.9) &{T) = [ [iPywTuTfc, + Qimxumkl + iSijklmtjmk^ dX -
JQ 
bij(uj,i - £ijk<Pk) + mtjVj.l] d X 1 
attains the minimum on the set of T e £T which satisfy the equations of equilibrium 
(2.1), (2.2) and the statical boundary conditions in the sense of (4.7), if and only if 
\T- j | ^ = 0 
where f = T(u), u being the weak solution. 
If moreover the weak solution u is such that T(u) meets the equations of equi-
librium (2.1), (2.2) in the sense of L2(Q)
5) and the boundary conditions (2.17a) to 
(2.17d) in the sense of traces and therefore T(u) is a statically admissible stress field, 
then we can take for T the statically admissible stress fields and apply the principle 
of virtual work (2.18) to the fields T and i#: 
Ьij(uj,i ~ Eijk9k) + ЩJФJA áX = (XІUІ + Yi<PÒdx 
j ÍÌ J Q 
h ľ Tnӣn áГ + ľ T\ӣ\ dF + ľ Mnфn áГ 
J Гun J Гut J Гq>n 
ľ т\ӣ\ àг + 
J гтt « 
+ 
M\(p\ ár + 
T"un ár + M V dF + f MffidT. 
JrMi 
If we omit the integrals not depending on T, we can formulate the p r i n c i p l e 
of m i n i m u m c o m p l e m e n t a r y energy in t h e c o m m o n f o r m : The quadratic 
functional (complementary energy) 
(4.10) &{T) = I [iPi^Tytfc, + e y j k , T y m w + i S ^ m ^ m w ] dX -
J Tnw" dF - i Tíuř dF 




attains the minimum on the set of statically admissible stress fields T e &~9 if and 
only if|T- t\f = 0. 
R e m a r k . If T is a statically admissible stress field, then T meets (4.7), because 
each v e V is kinematically admissible displacement and micro-rotation field for 
ui = (p. = 0 and (4.7) follows from the principle of virtual work (2.18). 
5) Possibly in the sense of L2(£2S) — see the footnote
2). 
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5. SOME NON-CLASSICAL VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLES 
In this section we shall establish variational principles for Cosserat continuum 
which correspond to the principles of Hu-Washizu and of Reissner-Hellinger in 
classical elasticity. 
We use the same approach, based on Lagrange multipliers method, as in [3] for 
elastic bodies. For the sake of simplicity let us consider only the particular case when 
Tu
 = Tun = Fut = F^n = F<pt , FT = FT"
 = TTt = TMn = FMt 
and uh cpi e W^fo), Th Mi e L2(FT). Then the boundary conditions are 
(5.1) ui = ui9 (pi = (Pi on Tu 
(5.2) Ti = Tjtnj , Mi = mjinj on Fr . 
Let us add conditions (2.3), (2.4), (5.1) to the functional (4.1) by means of coefficients 
Xij9 fiij9 £i9 nh The new functional has the form 
(ui9 ęh yij9 xij9 Ăij9 џij9 ţh rji) = [^(yij, XÍJ) - XiUi - Yi<Pi] dX + 
+ [*ij(-yu + uj,i - £ijk<pk) + ViA-xu +<Pj,i)] &x -
(TiUi + MiUi) dF + f [ii(Ui - ut) + r}i((pi - cpi)] dF 
TT JT« 
where stf(yij9 xtj) is defined in (2.8) and all variable functions are mutually inde-
pendent. From the necessary conditions for bJ> = 0, it is obvious that Xij9 jUfj- have 
the sense of Tij9 mij9 respectively and 
ti = ~^jinj> Vi = ~Vijnj o n r « -
We can establish a variational principle which is a c o u n t e r p a r t of H u - W a s h i z u 
p r i n c i p l e in classical elasticity, as follows: 
The condition 
l' SJ(uh cph yij9 xij9 Tij9 mtj) = 0 
where 
(5.3) J(uh cph yij9 xij9 Tij9 m;j) = [s^(yij9 xtj) + t j 7 ( -y 0 - + ujti - eijk(pk) + 
+ mij(<Pj.i ~ xij) ~ (xiui + Yi<Pi)] dx ~ 
(T^i + Mi(pi) dF + [TU(UJ - uj) + m^cpj - cpj)] nt dF 
JTT 
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yields the following Euler's conditions in Q and natural boundary conditions re-
spectively: the equations of equilibrium (2A), (2.2), the geometrical equations (2.3), 
(2.4), the constitutive equations (2.5), (2.6); the boundary conditions (5.1) on Fu and 
the boundary conditions (5.2) on Fr. 
Similarly we can derive another variational principle (a c o u n t e r p a r t of Reis-
s n e r - H e l l i n g e r p r inc ip le ) when adding conditions (2A), (2.2) and (5.2) to the 
functional Sf(T) of complementary energy (4A0). The principle reads like this: 
The condition 
83t(zip mij9 ui9 (pt) = 0 , 
(5.4) 0t(rii9 mip uh (p) = [J*(TU, mtj) - (x^y^ + mtj(pjt) + 
JQ 
+ (Xiut+Yi(p)']dX + 
+ J [(UJ ~ UJ) Tu + (<Pj ~ <Pj) mijl ntdF + \ (T|ii, + Mi(pi) dF 
where s/(rtj9 mtj) and ytj are defined by (2.14) and (2.3), respectively, yields the 
following Euler's conditions in Q and natural boundary conditions: the equations 
of equilibrium (2A), (2.2) and the equations 
Uj,i ~~ £ijk(Pk ~ PijklTkl + Qijklmkl > 
(pjj = Qknfu + Sijklmkl in Q , 
the boundary conditions (5.1) on Fu and the boundary conditions (5.2) on Fr. 
We could also deduce the latter principle (5.4) from the former (5.3) when sup-
posing that the constitutive equations (2.5), (2.6) are satisfied a priori. 
From these two principles we could deduce a group of variational theorems (as it 
was done for the classical elasticity in [3]) when choosing various Euler's conditions 
as additional conditions. In this way we could have also deduced the principle 
of minimum potential energy and that of the minimum complementary energy. 
6. ESTIMATES OF ERRORS OF THE APPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS 
OBTAINED FROM THE PRINCIPLES OF MINIMUM POTENTIAL AND 
MINIMUM COMPLEMENTARY ENERGY 
Let 
nu = u + nw 
where "// = {nuh
 n<Pi} is an approximate solution obtained on the base of the principle 
of minimum potential energy, i.e. the w-th term of a sequence minimizing the func-
tional S£(u) in (4.1). Let mT = {mtl7,
 mm i ;] be an approximate solution obtained 
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on the base of the principle of minimum complementary energy, i.e. the m-th term 
of a sequence minimizing the functional &>(T) in (4.9) or ^(T) in (4.10), respectively. 
mT meets (4.7) or it is a statically admissible stress field, respectively. (1A4) yields 
(6.1) A(nu - u,nu - u) = (P(nw) + A(w, w) 
where u = i# + w is the weak solution. From (2.5), (2.6) or (2.11), (2.12), respectively, 
(3.2), (4.3) and (4.8) we obtain 
(6.2) A(w, w) = 1 7 » | i ^ \mT - T(u% . 
(1.13) and (1.15) yield 
(6.3) <*>(>) = 2&(nu) + Q^u). 
The definition of S?(T) implies 
(6.4) \"T - T(u)\% = z^(r) + |r(«)|i. 
Combining (6A) —(6.4) we obtain the estimate 
A(wn - u, nu - A) = 2[£>(
nu) + ^(mT) + f(u) + g(ii)] 
where/, a are defined by (3.3), (3.4). 
If moreover mT is a statically admissible stress field, then there holds (see the 
relation between (4.9) and (4.10)) 
A(nu - u,nu - u)S 2[&(nu) + ^(mT)\ . 
Next let us estimate |mT - f |^. From (4.8), (1.8), (6.1), (6.2) we obtain 
|»r - t\l = \mT - T(U)\2^ - |r(*)|i ^ *(v) + |»r - r(s)|i 
and again 
|mT - / | i ^ 2|\2'("«) + &(mT) + /(«) + jf(«)] . 
If mT is an admissible stress field, there is 
\mT - t\jr ^ 2[J2?(',I*) + ^(mT)] . 
7. ISOTROPIC MATERIAL 
For the case of the isotropic material, the form (2.8) is invariant with respect to all 
orthogonal transformations of coordinates. Then Eijkh Mijkl and K/pci are isotropic 
tensors and furthermore, 
(7A) KtJU = 0 
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because xtJ is an axial tensor as the gradient of micro-rotations. We can write 
(7.2) EiJkl = F! 8ikSJt + E2 dtl 5Jk + F3 StJ Skl, 
Mijkl = Mi Sik 3jt + M2 StlSJh + M 3 Sij Skl 
where Eb Mt are constants for homogeneous bodies. As the matrix (2.10) is positive 
definite, all the principal minors of the matrix (2.10) are positive. This fact combined 
with (7.1), (7.2) yields inequalities 
(7.3) F! + F2 > 0 , Mx + M2 > 0 
F! - F2 > 0 , Mx - M 2 > 0 
Fi + F2 + 3F3 > 0 , M\ + M2 + 3M3 > 0 . 
(7.3) are the necessary and sufficient conditions for the form (2.8) to be positive 
definite in the isotropic case. 
Instead of Mt, Et other constants may be introduced, which are commonly used 
in the literature (for example see [5]): 
(7.4) I = 2F3 , k = 2(F! - E2) , 2/i + k = 2(FX + E2) , 
a = 2M3 , 0 = 2M2 , y = 2MX . 
Here X, /L represent the Lame's constants of classical elasticity. Then the quadratic 
form (2.8) may be rewritten as follows 
(7.5) s/(yu, xtJ) = af(etj9 r„ <pt) = i[tekkeu + (2fi + k) eklekl] + 
+ Krk - <Pk) (rk - <Pk) + i[x<Pk,k<Pi,i + P<Pk,i<Pi,k + y?k,i<Pk,i] 
where 
(7.6) skl = i(uk>l + ulfk) , rk = jreklmum)l. 
According to (7.3), (7.4), the necessary and sufficient conditions for the form (7.5) 
to be positive definite with respect to ytj, xtJ are the following inequalities 
(7.7) 3A + 2/x + k>0, k>0, 2/i + k>0, 
y + P > 0, y - ^ > 0 , 3a + jS + 7 > 0 . 
Using (2.3), (2.4), (7.6) we write the constitutive equations of an isotropic conti-
nuum in the form 
Ty = teufiij + (2M + fe) £u + k euk(rk - <Pk) 9 
mu = oc(pkkStJ + pcpij + y(pjti. 
If I, \i, k, a, p, 7 are e.g. piecewise constant functions satisfying the inequalities 
(7.7) in Q, then all the results of the preceding sections hold again. 
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V ý t a h 
EXISTENCE A JEDNOZNAČNOST ŘEŠENÍ A NĚKTERÉ VARIAČNÍ 
PRINCIPY V LINEÁRNÍCH TEORIÍCH PRUŽNOSTI 
S MOMENTOVÝMI NAPĚTÍMI 
IVAN HLAVÁČEK, MIROSLAV HLAVÁČEK 
Část 1: COSSERATOVO KONTINUUM 
V první části práce se definuje zobecněné řešení okrajových úloh pro Cosseratovo 
prostředí. Jsou dokázány existence, jednoznačnost a spojitá závislost slabého řešení 
na daných zatíženích pro statický případ omezených, anisotropních, nehomogenních 
těles. Formulují se princip minima potenciální energie a minima doplňkové energie 
a jiné zobecněné variační principy. 
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